




Speak on the Survival of
Democracy Today
SAY ISSUE IS VITAL
A group of distinguished persons
will speak at the meeting of the For-
eign Policy association Saturday. No-
vember 7, at 1 p. m. in the Hotel
Copley Plaza on the subject, Flames
over EJtrope.
After the luncheon. Harvey H.
Bundy. chairman of the Foreign Pol-
icy association, will preside, open the
meeting, and introduce the speakers
who will present the issue that if
democracy is to survive today, it must,
fight for it with the passion displayed
by Fascists and Communists.
With such noted persons as William
L. Langer, Coolidge professor of his-
tory at Harvard university, editor of
the series, "The rise of modern Eu-
rope," and a contributor of articles
and reviews to American and Euro-
pean journals, and Madame Fahmy
Wissa, Egypt's leading feminist and
a delegate to tne Congress of Inter-
national Alliance of Women at Paris
and Istanbul, a thorough and able
treatment of the subject is expected.
William T. Stone, vice-president of
the Foreign Policy association and its
official observer at Moscow, Rome,
of 1936, will also speak. Eliot Wads-
worth, President of the Boston Cham-
ber of Commerce, who has just re-
turned from the International Chan:
ber of Commerce conference in Paris,
and Dr. Frank Edward Manual, form-
whose recent study of the problems
of the laboring classes in Spain and
France provides interesting source ma-
terial for his opinions, are also in-
cluded in this representative group.
The speaking will begin at 1:35 p. m.
and last until 3:30 p. m. Applications
for Foreign Policy association mem-
berships should be sent to the For-
eign Policy association. Room 403, 126
Newbury street, Boston. Luncheon
and discussion are open to members
for $1.75, non-members, $2.25, although
balcony tickets obtained for the dis-
ruption mav be had at the follow-
Hothouses Display
Chrysanthemums
The chrysanthemum display is now
at its height in one of the Botany
greenhouses. There are many colors
and types—white, pink, yellow, bronze,
red; incurved, retlexed. Japanese, pom-
pon, anemone, feathery—words which
mean little until you have actually
seen the blooms themselves.




Chinese history records its cultivation
in China a thousand years earlier
than any record in Japan. One of
the common wild plants of China is
a straggling shrub that is thought to
be one of the parents from which ail
present-day chrysanthemums have
been derived. Chrysanthemums were
first cultivated in Europe by the Dutch
during the latter part of the seven-
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College Shows
Mr. Comins' Art
Exhibit Contains Drawings of
Mexican Types. One Oil
Included in Display
MR. COMINS TAUGHT HERE
From November 2 to November 21
there, .will be on view in the gallery
drawings of Mexican types by Eben
F. Comins. One oil is included, which
gives color and atmosphere to the
studio courses
from 1907 to
1911. He is a nationally known por-
trait painter who has exhibited
widely. His portraits include: Presi-
dent Taft, Vice President Garner,
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jus-
tice Louis D. Brandeis, Justice Har-
lan Fiske Stone, Justice Edwin Terry
Sanford, Ruth St. Denis and others.
Several of his fresco paintings are
in the national capitol in Washing-
ton and other examples appear in the
Walter Reed hospital and in private
He has always been interested in
teaching and lecturing and besides
his work at Wellesley has given lec-
tures and courses at Harvard col-
lege, Boston public library, Friday
Morning club, Ebell club and the
University of Southern California, Los
Angeles; St. Paul, Minnesota; Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania; Washington,
D. C; St. Paul school of fine arts,
St. Paul, Minnesota; Swain school of
design, New Bedford; private classes
in Boston and Gloucester, Massachu-
At the Panama Pacific exposition,
he was awarded a gold medal for
what he had done in teaching art.
His exhibition at the exposition was
later taken to the Panama exposi-
tion at Colon. C. Z., at the expense
of the government.
Mr. Comins is still actively en-
gaged in painting and maintains a
studio in Washington, D. C.
-iippu.--.cf I
the middle of the last century that
they have been used s greenhouse
plants here In the t nited States.
During that time abou three thou-
sand varieties have bee
listed, but only seventy-five or eighty
(Cmtinuecl on Page
On long
cap the general melancholy, you
hear the baying of hounds across
the lake—well—we're inclined to
wonder about the advantage of a
lake front room. Cold skies and
falling leaves are bad enough, but
to have your reverie interrupted
by the wailing of dismal hounds
A few weeks of this and we might
have become very morbid, except
that our rambles around the lake
last Sunday led to an interesting
discovery. We were busy drinking
in the beauties of nature when a
rather alarming brown swarm sud-
denly came baying down a hill at
us. "Ah! the hounds!" we thought,
but they turned out to be twenty
or thirty dark brown, silky, and
very democratic French poodles!
The atmosphere has been a bit
healthier lately. You can't get
morbid about the friendly utterings
of a pack of French poodles.
LATE NEWS FLASH!
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
WELLESLEY CHAPTER OF THE
A. S. U. HAS RECEIVED OFFI-
CIAL APPROVAL. THE CON-
STITUTION WILL BE PRINTED
AND THE OFFICERS AN-




Committee Srctes Last Year's Drive'
Most Successful Since 1932
AIDS NURSING SERVICES
Prior to its annual drive for sup-
place on Novem'n-r 16, 17, and 18, the
Red Cross committee makes known
its past record. Last year's fall mem-
bership campaign resulted in the col-
lection of $765.>>, the best record
since 1932, but oae which still falls
short of the got! set for this year.
One half of th.s sum was sent to
The college contributed $300 locally to
the Delane Nursing service and $150
to the Emergenc> fund for flood re-
lief. A special collection was also
taken up by the chapter for the re-
lief of flood victims. The college re-
sponded very generously with $462.05.
The work of the Delano committee
deserves special attention. This year
Wellesley's $300 is being used to help
establish a Public Health Nursing ser-
vice in Ashe County, North Carolina —
a county which did not have a single
trained nurse or any public health
facilities of any sort. Last year the
college's contribution made possible
an itinerant nursing service in Gra-
ham county, North Carolina, which
proved so successful that the com-
munity itself has now, with some
help from federal funds, established
a full time Public Health Nursing
The drive this year will be under
the direction jf Mary Frayer '37,
Miriam Swaffield '38. vice-
and Professor Barbara Mc-
Carthy of the Greek department,
treasurer. The Red Cross is an or-
ganization which deserves the en-
thusiastic support of every member of
the college.
President McAfee Will Speak
For Forum Armistice Meeting
Let's Play Santa Claus
Do you all remember the grand
array of dolls that students dressed
for the Christian association last
year at Christmas time? Can't you
just imagine the surprise and ex-
received them? Wellesley felt am-
ply repaid for worries over one
There have been many requests
this year from charitable organiza-
tions for dolls. The Christian as-
sociation would hate to disappoint
anyone and needs your help. You'll
find that it's very absorbing to in-
every chance of winning one of the
three grand, prizes for the best
dressed dolls. Or if you really
aren't up to dress-making, C. A.
would appreciate your dollar to
take the place of the doll. Let's
join : the
of dolls bigger
Miss McAfee Will Discuss
The Student and Peace' at
Annual Commemoration
FORUM AND C.A. SPONSORS
President Mildred H. McAfee will
speak on "The Student and Peace"
at a college peace meeting Armistice
day, November 11. This meeting will
be called by the Wellesley college
Forum and the Christian association
jointly, and will be held in Pendleton
hall at 8 p. m. It is open to the
public.
Armistice day has always been com-
memorated at college. Last year a
group of peace enthusiasts gathered
at Pendleton hall for a serious con-
sideration of pacifism with regard to
the challenge it was then facing in
the form of the Italo-Ethiopian war.
Miss Emily Greene Balch, honorary
secretary of the Women's Interna-
tional League for Peace and Freedom,
spoke on the subject, "What About
Peace Today?"
In 1933 a group of students armed
with posters and banners marched
to Wellesley square and staged a
demonstration that made an impres-
sion not only on the townspeople but
upon the nation at large.
1938 Promises Show
As Riotous Event
The Junior Show is about to go on!
Although members of the faculty,
students, Harvard, Tech and other
outsiders have no doubt already re-
ceived a hint of the importance of
this historic theatrical event, the as-
tounding fact calls for an added "Hear
ye! Hear ye!" to repeat the invita-
tion to come and see the Juniors per-




As a milestone in the history of
Barn, as a marker in the life of
1938's junior year, In One Ear and
Gone Tomorrow cannot be missed.
After Friday night Wellesley will be
humming "Sentimental Sue" written
by Charlotte Paul, and "What's Left
in Life for Me?" by Famie Moffatt,
along with the rest of the score to
which Hope Berger and Eleanor
Thresher have
You
pens to Susanelda Cinders (Virginia
Spangler) as she figures out the way
to have a whirling social life and still
get those good marks at a college
where the gay whirl is most definite-
ly frowned upon. You will want to
see Jane Tracy in a black wig as
W. King Westwater, who as nephew
to one of the Deans at last finds love
hidden in the academic cloisters. You
will want to see Betty Flanders as
the flippant, flighty blondine President
of this austere institution. You will
want to see what taking honors is all
about and what a Wellesley chorus
can do when it really gets down to
business. In short, you must not
miss In One Ear and Gone Tomorroio
(Continued on Page 6, CoZ. 3)
WATCH FOR
WELLESLEY IN PORTRAIT'




PENDLETON HALL 8 P. M.
Reporter Hears Miss Hart Tell Of
Fascinating Experiences In Poland
Hart graciously led us
into her room and seated us at her
large, elaborately brass-bound desk.
"It was once a Korean chest, you
know. See; here is the old lock, a
kind of brass. barrel on a brass bar,
but I can't make it work," she smiled.
"Some of my Chinese friends have to
She sat in a low rocking chair be-
side the Korean desk. "So you want
to know about my trip to Poland,
where the International Federation
of University Women met?
"Poland is little visited by tourists,
but has places of great charm. Kra-
kow is a kind of Oxford in its medie-
val setting, in its quiet courtyards,
where statues of saints, the Virgin
Mary, and scholars look down from
niches, where beautiful stairways to
the second story suggest memories of
Florentine courtyards and where most
ings on doors and window frames sug-
gest the loving workmanship of the
old guild craftsmen. Krakow has a
wistful, half neglected kind of beauty
that is strangely appealing. Into this
setting came university women of the
International Federation from all the
lands of the seven seas. Six women
came from New Zealand, six from
South Africa, one from Brazil, China
and Egypt, and many, many from all
countries of Europe except Italy and
Germany, whose dictators have con-
signed women to kitchen and child
rearing. It was an extraordinarily
interesting experience to meet the
get a vivid sense of the varying
status of women both in political
power and intellectual opportunities.
Perhaps this attrition of mind and
personality is the most intellectually
rewarding experience that comes to
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
New Wellesley Tradition Appears:
Dateless Girls Found Spinsters' Club
gloomy, silent corri-
dors, rooms in the disorder of a hur-
ried departure, and a few conscien-
tious seniors already studying for
their general, were all she found. All,
fourth floor of Claflin, where the
chatter of girlish voices attracted her
to a room where a sizeable gathering
seemed to be congregated.
It seems that the girls were having
a meeting of the Spinsters' club,
which meets regularly on Saturday
evenings. The Claflin group is the
original chapter of the club, and call
themselves the "No Rata Datas."
With a little coaxing they
themselves. To
)f the girl
refuse a date. The president of the
society is the member who has been
the longest time without having a
date, and the object seems to be to
get the president out of office; every
time a member needs a blind date
for someone, she is obliged to ask the
first. girl i
cepts a date, she is out of the club,
and must again refuse a date to get
back in. Their flower is the Bleeding
Heart, and their theme song, "Soli-
tude." Every night before retiring
they must go through a sacred ritual;
they by
say, with reverence, ' Ah-men.
One member contributed the ad
tional information that the dean





Says Mr. Allen, Center of
Election Controversy
COMPARES PROBLEMS
"This is to be an explanation n<
an argument." declared Mr. Devere
Allen, candidate for governor of Con-
necticut on the socialist ticket, ir
opening his address at Pendleton hall
at 8:00 p. m. on Friday, October 30,
on the socialist platform and present
political issues.
Mr. Allen compared the ensuing
election to a festival soon to become
a battleground. He stated that the
socialist party represented a minority
point of view and that their object
is to build up the organization and
achieve public support. He then com-
mended the Socialist candidates as
men and leaders rather than as pro-
spective presidents. He criticized tht
Republicans, saying they lacked poli-
tical understanding, and the Dem-
ocrats, indicating that they were in-
effectual.
In defining the issues at stake, Mr.
Allen said they all were centered
around capitalism versus
The former is a system produced by
a minority and run for profit, the
latter is that system in which there is
private ownership of private property
and public ownership of those indus-
tries and occupations of public inter-
est, in short, government ownership
with democratic management.
In the issue of unemployment, Mr.
Allen stated emphatically that only a
complete change in the social order
would after the present situation. In
a capitalistic system too mu
duced when it cannot all be sold, but
under a socialist regime too much
produced only when there are no m<
mouths to feed.
In considering the issue of the cc
stitution, our speaker intimated tt
the current desire to uphold one do(
ment meant only that each individi
could break it in his own way. T
power of so small a body as the s
preme court in declaring unconstit
tional a law for the good of the
people and sanctioned by the people
seems most unfortunate.
On the last and perhaps most im-
portant issue of the campaign Mr.
Allen gave the policy of the party on
war and peace. After stressing the
tremendous cost of war and the cor-
responding burden on the taxpayer,
Mr. Allen described the militarist na-
ture of our president. In the next
war if the present proposed mobiliza-
tion plan goes into effect, after forty-
eight hours, Fascism will result. Mr.
Allen spoke of the universal love of
Talk Explains
Foreign Policy
Mr. Curtis Reviews Successes
and Failures of New Deal
on This Minor Issue
DEFINES C. O. P. PROMISES
"In attempting to analyze the cam-
paign and the real issues In foreign
Wellesley '34) representing the i policy." said Mr. Edward E. Curtis in
Student Christian Movement, will speak ' the concluding lecture of the late
November 6.
|
series on Campaign Issues and Real
Issues, on Wednesday, October 28, "it
must be remembered that foreign
policy has seldom played a. major role
in a presidential campaign and that
this campaign is no exception. How-
ever, we shall audit the books of the
Roosevelt administration and review
promises."
On the credit side of the New Dea
achievements Mr. Curtis placed th<
recognition of Soviet Russia in 1933 ir
an unsuccessful attempt to settle wai
i the C. A. lounge. They
this work all over
can give us val-
Peace i vitally important
ne of us,
rousing success. Everybody
bring all your friends.
Christmas Bazaar
Don't forget the annual C
Christmas bazaar held in Alu
hall. It comes on December 3, lasts




Sunday, November 8, the preacher
at morning chapel will be Dr. A
Day Leavitt. of the Harvard cl
in Brookline.
Sunday Vesper Service








f the past brought about
The socialist program
to organize into massed resistance
against the war machine. The speak-
er cited examples of the successful
effect of this plan in other countries.
Mr. Allen concluded his address
with the query, "Why vote socialist?"
"Because," said Mr. Allen, "first, the
program is sound; second, we need
political re-alignment; and lastly, we
need during the next four years,
barometic pressure to force the presi-
dent into liberal legislation, which he
may justify in the strength of the
Professor Scudder Speaks
Professor Vida Scudder spoke on the
relation of Socialism to Christianity,
on Thursday afternoon in the C. A.
lounge. This was the third of the
series of "ism" teas presented by the
Christian association. No truly
thoughtful person, Miss Scudi
pointed out, can reconcile our pr
ent system of production for profit
the Christian ideal of sharing and
brotherly love.
Miss Scudder is a former, much be-
loved professor of English literature.
She has retired now and lives in the
town of Wellesley. She has long been
associated with the Socialist party,
[ counts among her closest friends
iers of the party both here and
England.
he three aims of the Socialist
ty. production for use, not profit,
collective ownership of the means of
rectly, she pointed out, in sympathy
with the well known aims of our
Christian religion. She believes that
Christian church has the great
opportunity of effecting such a change
the economic order through its in-
lence in preventing the use of revo-
tion as a means to that end.
That Socialism is gaining is clearly
shown by the fact that in Spain
today it is the Socialist who is the
loyalist, and the Monarchist, Conser-
vative, and Fascist who are the rebels,
is Miss Scudder's earnest hope
; here in Wellesley there will be
intelligent and open-minded inter-
in all economic problems that
front us today, and that Wellesley
students will submit these problems
to honest, independent thinking.
Newman Club Hears
Miss Hogan's Talk
The Newman Club held Its first
meeting of the year Thursday, Octo-
ber 29. at the Z. A. house. Carol
Horrigan '37, president, presided.
Margaret Anne Hogan, representative
of the New England federation of
college Catholic clubs, spoke on the
purpose and alms of the Federation.
Reverend Edward Dunn, chaplain of
the Wellesley Newman club, spoke.
About seventy were present.
Russo-American trade,
cooperation with other nationals in
promoting the cause of world peace,
the recently negotiated reciprocal trade
agreements, and the highly admirable
Latin-American policy in playing "the
good neighbor."
"On the debit side of the Roosevelt
foreign policy accounts." continued Mr.
Curtis, "I would number the London
world economic conference in June
1933, for the failure of which the
President must bear a large share
the blame, the present emphasis
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
WPA PLAY BUREAU AIDS
COLLEGE PLAYWRIGHTS
Federal Group Wants Script on
Modern American Problems
and Contemporary Life
Continuing its drive to encourage
undergraduate playwrights of America,
the WPA Federal Theatre project an-
nounced this week that 75 new plays,
written by young writers, have been
recommended for production by its
play bureau.
Converse Tyler, supervisor of the
WPA Federal theatre playreading bur-
eau, has prepared a new list, including
complete synopses and production data
on the plays, which will be sent to the
150 WPA Federal theatre drama units
throughout the country.
The Federal Theatre will pay a $50
weekly royalty fee for each production,
Mr. Tyler explained, but the author
retains full rights to the play.
When asked what type of play is
preferred. Mr. Tyler said: "We want,
plays that deal intelligently with con-
temporary life and are applicable to
the solution of our modern problems."
He pointed to the statement of
Francis Bosworth. Play Bureau direc-
who Issued a call for "plays by
ng playwrights who have something
Helping these writers to master their
aft and to continue writing plays
alive to the problems of today will
build a new school of playwritlng.
There are no taboos on subject, form.
something."
75 plays already selected fall
11 possible categories, with re-
spect to form and manner—comedies,
tragedies, farces, folk plays, labor,
icial, rural and children's plays. All,
Dwever, deal with the American scene,
id a good two thirds with some as-
:ct of the social scene.
One of the plays. John Henry, wrlt-
n by a young author. Frank B. Wells,
used on the legends about the famous
egro folk hero, has already been pro-
duced by the Los Angeles unit of the
getic Natick high school band, the pa-
j
WPA Theatre. Another, by John
way through the
I Ramassa and Richard Oliver, A Mess
to Alumnae hall,
, 0/ pottage, which deals with the life
cheering, bearing placards and wav- f the Southern sharecroppers, is being
torches. Students marched ac-
' rehearsed bv the Playwrights labora-
ng to houses, each dormitory
, tory, another division of the WPA
repn.s,.nl,„ g some national group such
, Plav bureau devoted to the prcl.minan
Labor, the WPA workers, or the I production of new plays for the pur-
country's foreign alliances. The fac-
|
^e f giving authors the opportunity
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
Grand Parade Marks
Election Day Rally
Thanks to the enthusiasm of the
udent body and faculty, the Agora
ection rally on November third was
roaring success. Led by the ener-
A hockey game between one j
Boston team and Wellesley coll
players will take place 2 p.m., Nove
ber 7. The Wellesley players will
chosen from the four class tean
The Irish-Boston hockey game '
be held at 2:30 p.m.. on November
at Wellesley. The admission charge
is 25 cents if tickets are bought ir
advance through the Athletic asso-
nation. Tickets bought at the gat<
tfill be 55 cents.
The Hockey teams for the various
ilasses have been announced. The
1937 team is as follows: Right wing
Nancy Jane Miller; right inside,
Marion Wolff; center forward, B
Elizabeth Smith; left inside, Joseph'
Muther; left wing, Margaret
Flemming; right half, Lois Connell;
center half, Katherine Sloss; left
half. Norma Stern; right fullback,
Mary Louise Bass; left fullback,
Josephine Glynn; goal, Eunice Usher.
The substitutes are: Alice Carnrick
ri-.ht ir.Right wing, Mary Ganoe
side, Marjory Morgan; cenl
Dora Walton; left inside, Marie-Louise
Hinrichs; left wing, Caroline Strater;
right half, Dorothy Andrews; center
half, Gwendolyn Wilder; left half,
Miriam Swaffleld; right fullback, Har-
riet Chamberlain; left fullback, Eliza-
beth Lincoln; goal, Mary Taylor. Sub-
stitutes are: Margaret Bass, Mary
Hamilton, Elizabeth Thorogood, Eliza-
beth Wurst.
For the team of 1939 the follow-
ing have been chosen: Right wing,
Patricia Donovan; right inside, Mar-
tha Kahle; center forward, Marianne
Heye; left inside, Betty Wunderle;
left wing, Ruth Coleman; right half
Carolyn Bauman; center half, Marion
Emlen; left half, Isabel Kurtz; right
fullback, Nancy Jackson; left full-
back, Mary Elinor Pierce; goal, Helen
Park. Substitutes are: Constance
Brown, Nancy Lee Hatch, Mary
Randall. Edith Taunton.
The freshman team consists of
Right wing, Helen Groner; right in-
side, Natalie Gordon; center forward
Margaret Harper; left inside, Phoebi
White; left wing, Jane Cadbury
right half. Janet Howie; center half
Marva Peterson; left half, Mary
Hayes; right fullback, Marcia Smith
left fullback, Carolyn. Elley; goal
Pauline Beran. Substitutes are: Jun.
Bowman. Elizabeth Ballantine, Betty
Edwards, Anne Watts. Carolyn Wysoi
CLASSICAL CLUB MEETS
WITH MISS D. ROBATHAN
Member of Latin Department Tells
of Research Done in Europe
with Latin Manuscripts
The first meeting of the Classical
club for this year was held at A. K.
X. on Wednesday evening. Frances
McGrath "37, president, extended a
welcome and introduced Miss Dor-
othy M. Robathan, a member of the
Latin department. She gave an ac-
count of her studies and work in Eu-
scripts, or treasure hunting in for-
eign libraries. There is a great field
in this Palrography, or the study of
ancient writings, and the need is great
for critical editions of Latin authors
by trained students. Miss Robathan
sketched briefly the method of study
and the way to discover gloss and
emendation in the old manuscripts.
A motion was made to effect a
change in the constitution so that
freshmen may be allowed to attend
the meetings of the club.
Circulo Gives La Giara
The Circulo Italiano presented La
iara, a comedy by Pirandello, at Its
meeting at the Alpha Kappa Chi
louse. Monday, November 2. After
he play, refreshments were served
nd all joined in songs.
student free of charge.
Faculty—Mary Hemenway Gymnasium
—$2.00 for the year.
Guest tickets should be purchased
the Information bureau, Green
ill, at $.50 a ticket. On Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday after
-
ns guest tickets should be deposited
before playing. At all other times
guest tickets should be given to
greenkeeper at the first tee before
playing. The greenkeeper may not ac-
cept guest ticket fees. (Two guest
ts are required for each guest
Saturdays, Sundays, and holi-
Barbara Smith '37 attended the
Third Triennial conference of the
Volley Boll
International Federation of Hockey Fourteen teams have entered a Lad-
associations in Philadelphia last week. der tournament in volleyball doubles.
The countries represented were Eng- This is a new game this year played
and. Scotland, Ireland, Wales, South on a 15 ft. x 40 ft. court. Teams may
Africa, Australia, United States. The challenge any of the three teams above
fish team comes to New England them. So far Louise Crane '39 and
and plays Boston the day before Mary Edwards '39 have been able to
ailing for home. maintain their position at the top
order to enable more students
and faculty of Wellesley college to
' our golf course the following
(Continued on Page 6, Col.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday. Numbers 1, 2 and 9 are re-
srved from 1:30 to 4:30 for the ex-
lusive use of college instructional
The entire course may be played at
11 other times (teeing off at number
> with the exception of Sunday
hen students are excluded from the
aurse between the hours of 10:00
nd 2:00 (college regulation). Stu-
ents wishing to play golf Sunday
mornings must tee off at number 1
before 8:30.
Golf badges for the fall or spring
ason are required on the course
for identification and may be secured
as follows:
Students—Student Head of Golf—
Site Robertson, Mungcr.
25 cents each season or a
refill for a badge owned by
Archery
A special event in archery, shooting
by Art Waterman, took place on Wed-
nesday. October 28. Mr. Waterman
has broken the National record in
the double American Round, shooting
1430 out of a possible 1620 points.
He became interested in archery four
years ago and has made it his hobby.
steadily bettering his scores until the
present time. He uses a fine wire
sight on his bow and draws the bow
with his left hand.
:45 p.m. Afterstarting a
there will
they will
v beginning class in social dancina
offered this year by the Athletic
ociation and department of hygiene
physical education on Friday eveu-
s at Mary Hemenway hall. Miss
Margaret Fitch and Miss Harriet
Clarke will conduct the class through-
le winter season starting Novem-
3. There will be instruction and
practice in simple foxtrot and waltz
steps. Everyone will have a chance
I each. If you have danced
! but feel that a little helpful
:ism could improve your dancing,
course is also open to you. Stu-
» should sign on the A.A. bulletin
i if they wish to join the class




lessors explain that the optic
Greek letter "chi ne quizzical
But how did
?" she asked.
write about the "prophets" of a cor-
poration in an economics quiz di-
rectly following one which she had
taken in Biblical history.
1 likely or enlightening thing to do.
But often such accidents warm the
cockles of Perry's heart. The Press-
man heard one distracted young lady
professor that some
"insoluble." Perry
previously had thought that you could
prepare a nice solution by mixing a
corporation with water.
DERRY attended a class on Satur-
* day in the football department- or
maybe so few people were present
that the instructor thought he might
just as well talk about football as
anything else. The instructor, a for-
eigner and also a commuter from Har-
vard, complained that American font-
ball wasn't interesting. "It is al-
ways such a slaughter," he stated.
One rather forward student volun-
teered, "You wouldn't think so if you
didn't live at Harvard."
A member of the music depart-
** ment was trying to explain, dur-
ing one of his conference periods,
the way to enjoy music. "Don't look
Enjoy Yourself Though At A Co
certr
MOW wonderful it would be if c
IT- one could live again the days gc
by. Perry wonders. He followed
group of freshmen, all dressed up for
their first Saturday in Boston, in get-
ting off the train not long ago. They
had gone but a short distance when
they came upon a dozen boys and
girls playing baseball. One of the
girls looked longingly at them and ex-
pressed the wish, "Oh, I wish I were
Perry paused in front of a p
opened door just in time to heai
following conversation. One girl
evidently suggested that it would be
a good idea to start a hope chest.
"But what if you don't get y
man?" asked a doubting Thomas.
"Oh, that's all right," assured i
other. "You can give it to your cl
A friend of a friend of Perry'shim to tell Perry that a i
of his had heard that there v
Mungerite who. when told to sweep
carefully under the stairs every
because there were kittens there,
swered naively, "So that's why
always so dirty I"
*C INCE we went




lERRY is really quite amazed at
the current faculty statements. The
test is the professor who pulled up
e window shades saying he wanted
PUNNING, Perry thinks, is an in-
sidious habit. There is the pro-
lessor who, climbing upon a desk s<
that the class might observe hin
better, told them that if anything
broke, it would be "upon their heads.
TALKING of starting things ove
Perry overheard a senior saying
that if she had another chance
she'd take physics, zo, and the
AsOTHER girl might do well to be-gin again, o tie just can't
. In 1933 si as a fresh-
man in 1934 sh e sang o l the sophu-
side of chapel steps in 1935 she
he signs her
registration slip class ol 1936.
WPA PLAY BUREAU AIDS
COLLEGE PLAYWRIGHTS
of seeing and solving the problems of
playwriting through concrete experi-
ence with the problems of play pro-
Besides those two, another of the
75 recommended plays shows the rise
and social function of a "first Amer-
ican family." Another deals with the
tenement housing problem of Chicago.
Still a third presents a picture of the
lives of the agricultural workers of the
far West. All the plays shows matur-
ity, and are the work of writers who
are at present, or were recently, in
colleges and universities.
Undergraduate or university play-
wrights wishing to submit scripts for
possible production by the WPA Fed-
eral Theatre should send them to
Converse Tyler, Playreading depart-
ment, Play bureau, WPA Federal
Theatre project, 303 West 42nd street,
New York city. If considered suitable
for Federal Theatre production the
plays will eithei
mediately to th
be scheduled for an experimental
;
duction by the Playwrights lab-
Perry the Pressman
4T - ' - Its a Liaqht Smoke
!
Guard that throat!
Block that cough... that raw irritation ... reach for
a light smoke . . .a Lucky! Whether you're shouting,
and cheering the team, or just talking and sing-
ing and laughing at home, there's a tax on your
throat you can hardly ignore. So when choosing
your smoke, ir pays to think twice. Reach for a
light smoke. . .a Lucky. ..and get the welcome throat
protection that only Luckies offer— the exclusive
protection of the process, "It's Toasted." Next
time you go places, take plenty of Luckies. They
not only taste good, but keep tasting good all
day long... for Luckies are a light smoke— and a
light smoke leaves a clear throat— a clean taste.
* NEWS FLASH! * *
I've only missed sending in my
entry 3 times"—Sailor
Uncle Sam's sailors find time to try their
skill in Your Lucky Strike "Sweep-
stakes." Seaman Spangenberger of
the U. S. S. Mississippi, an enthusiastic
"Sweepstakes" fan, writes: "I've only
missed sending in my entry three times
-I mail them in whenever die ship is in
Your Hit Parade"—Wednesday and
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and
the tunes— then try Your
Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes."
And if you're not already smoking
Luckies, buy a pack today and try them.
Maybe you've been mis:
'
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED /TOBACCO 'IT'S TOASTED"
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
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3 Me Wellesley College News:
With an eye to the future and a
ncere wish to publish a 1937 Legenda
which will find a place in the col-
lege memoirs of every freshman,
sophomore and junior, as well as sen-
,
the Legenda Board is planning
include a new feature in the forth-
ning year hook. There will be a
section devoted to each class.






Wednesday. Probably this peace
meeting will be fairly well attended
because of Miss McAfee's popularity.
If that is the case, Wellesley would
probably turn out in even greater
numbers to hear some popular leader
urge the nation into war. Sheep-
minded, sleep-minded mummies make
up ninety per cent of WeUesley's stu-
We do not speak without Justifies
tion. Out of some fifteen hundred
undergraduates, hardly twenty girls
bothered to attend Mr. Devere Allen's
lecture on Socialism last Friday
Plenty of students went to the Re-
publican and Democratic lectures.
Do only twenty students realize the
importance of left wing movements
in this period of transition, wheu
Russia, Germany, and Italy have cast
aside traditional governments; France.
England, and the United States are
seeking peaceful change; and Spain
is racked with class war?
Now that Armistice day is at hand
Wellesley would do well for a change
to try some original thinking on
subject of peace.
What is the socialist program
peace? If the workers in the
industries throughout the world v
join hands in organized strike against
war, we could have no armed con
filet.
How have the people of Swede]
enjoyed the benefits of unbroken
peace for a century and a quart
Sweden's peace does not depend
military strength. Military defence
for small countries has become im-
possible with the development oi
modern war technique. Small states
must seek security in other ways. In
this respect the large might learn a
What will Miss McAfee have to
she's "so utterly charming" or "such
a darling speaker" or "so sweet and
informal." Let's not "do the right
thing for the wrong reason." Let's




walls more than is our usual wont.
We benefit from this momentary
enlarging of our perspective but, too
often, we return immediately to our
enclosed life. We are minded to
change the well-known quotation
to say that "she knows not 'V
lesley who only Wellesley knows.'
We that
nize an object when
under a microscope. In the sal
way, we have no true knowledge
a way of life if our gaze is too lo
roncenl rated on only that life. ^
parison. All evaluation is, after all
an observation of the relative valuer
of different methods. We are so close
to that one life that its objects are
out of focus and its outlines blurred
|H':spi'Ctl\T
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
Contributions should





section worth while. We
elp. When the Legenda
subscriptions are solicited, don't be
among those who economize in No-
May necessity. Your
pledge now is the barometer indicat-
ing fair sailing or head winds with
frequent squalls. We shall soon be
needing snapshots so dig out your
ls and "shoot" your friends.
counting on you!
Editor of Legenda
Long Live A. S. U.!
Telegram to President McAfee:
Urge that you consider seriously de-
ire of students to organize Wellesley
hapter of American Student Union.
The A. S. U. Forever!
Telegram to President McAfee:
Urge you to accord favorable con-
sideration to students who desire tc
form Wellesley chapter of A. S. U
Believe Wellesley support of Intercol-
legiate movement for security anc
peace is highly desirable.
1909, 1914, 1914
The Reason Why—
To the Wellesley College News:
There seem to be two questions
concerning the formation of a wel-
lesley chapter of the American Stu-
dent Union that have been bothering
a number of people lately.





To the Wellesley College News
There is to be
peace pageant at
ter of the Young Women's Christian
association at 140 Clarendon street in
town, Tuesday, November 10. The
program will include peace plays and
prominent speakers and is sponsored
Youth Congress.
attending. Anyone who is interested
in going can get tickets from me in
Davis hall, and if enough people apply
perhaps transportation can be pro-
vided. The price of admission to
the pageant is fifteen cents.
E/mily Marks '37
detached
; to a true apprecia
realized the pettiness
of parts of our lives when we are
on a high mountain or in a remote
grove. The pettiness has not been
recognized as such until an objective
perspective is taken. Actions and
values jump into their proper align-
ment and "everything matters a lit-
tle and nothing matters much."
U'h hn-iicr and more complex
But we feel, too, that such a
of objectivity starts with the
individual. We have a lofty prece-
dent for our paradox when we think
that one must know others to know
oneself.
Vote local poll, we felt
tered. After a last communing
our beliefs, in the canvas-covered
booth, we marked significant
We realized then that no mat
theoretical our ideas of government
may be at college, in <
every voter is a potent
government.
Time
There is usually a let up
in quizzes and papers
for after this hectic i
Resolutions of setting the college
year underway; we
tage. It is a good time to make
resolutions about doing work in small
bites instead of rushing through
in one large gulp before the next on-
set of quizzes. It is a time to take
stock of one's scholastic progress and
make the necessary adjustments. We
warn you not to look at this tempo-
rary lull with an eye to relaxation.
Down With the A. S. U.!
To the Senate of Wellesley College
an alumna of Wellesley I :
deeply disturbed at the prospect
re organization in Wellesley college
E the American Student Union.
My information is that its orga
on at Wellesley has been advanced
'ithout giving the student body
opportunity to interpret its platfo
arch out its origin, to study
personnel, or to decide whether it
prove of any advantage.
examination of its literature
to the inevitable conclusion t'hn
s all the characteristics of an In
cipient communistic organization.
Further than that there are members
ists. At the Silver Bay conference last
June a speaker who was urging the
formation of chapters of the American
Student Union stampeded many of the
representatives to stand and sing the
Internationale and cheer it. To the
glory of Wellesley be it said that our
delegation refused to take part.
the beginning?" I hai
mors that people think 1
vard chapter has bee:
Wellesley to start a gro
sumably for some vague
nefarious purpose.
I should like to state
of having a Wellesley chapter started
with the Forum board,
ous members of Forum had shown
an interest in the American Student
Union last year. The board had two
long formal meetings and many
shorter, informal ones at which the
advisability of organizing a chapter
here and the best ways of doing so
were discussed.
As a result, Forum sponsored two
meetings for those interested in form-
ing a chapter, the first to see if there
was enough interest to justify one,
the second to approve a consti-
i written by a duly elected
I consisting of Eleanor Crosby
Mary Anne Dilley '37, Mary
Louise Bartlett '37, and Harriet
Fleisher '38.
The second question is "Why is a
chapter of the American Student
Union desirable here at Wellesley,
where its issues are either already
part of Forum's interests, or entire!;
alien to the situation here?"
The Forum does not believe tha
because some of the issues are nc
problems here they i
"dead wood." We feel
some people here wh(
the larger issues, are
in the smaller. For instance
:
Experiment in Plagiarism
Mehitabel the cat, the friend of Archy,
the News Hound of a poet
met in days long gone.
She too was feline like Mehit.
An Army Brat was she
—
In modern verse her thoughts were
Now there's a good idee!
The pages of the "Pointer" held her
literary mews.
The Puppy barks his poesy all up and
down the News.
"But why should I conform," he cries.
"The rules can go to smash.
Why should my verse be scanable?
Just look at Ogden Nash!"
kitten, who the kaydets does
amuse the puppy will endeavor




the thing just catch
a train of thought and
watch the landscape rolling by
and put down
what you ought commune my dears
who would
be poetesses with a mood and





part of a large
for these ideals.
And that brings us to a second
dent Union chapter as well as Forum
We may join with students all over




it from us to join the
school, but we plan
ii sympathy to those
tied policy of Wellesley college to have
not have national sororities, nor do we
pay dues to any group outside of Wel-
lesley. Careful and mature conside:a-
tion should be given before there ls
any departure from this policy, and
especially in regard U.
which is, or has any possibility of
important, and some
thing Forum cannot do as well e
the American Student Union. There
fore the Forum board feels that
Wellesley chapter is justified and dt
sirable.
Mary Jane Gilkey '38,
Secretary-Treasurer of Forum.
Ode To A Month
Oh, rally round with check books,
With a heigh-ho for Fay Day.
It cometh in November,
"Sign here, my dear young lady."
Another great event
—
To verdant freshmen every one
Her six-weeks marks are sent.
And today the 5 November
We can count with great elation,
That in six weeks, in December
Six weeks off, begins vacation.
Then sing, O poets English,
joys that come in June;
ihis month of great events I hai'
With hearty tuneless tune.
Experience
For all the crew cannot be strokes,
He realizes now.
Jess let the Pup one afternoon
Try rowing, something new.
Once in the shell
He cried, "It's swell!
My major shall be crew."
But fervor made him rash,
The crew soon heard a splash,
And frantic paws the lifeline tried
The A. S. U.—Willy Nilly!
To the Wellesley College News:
Whether or not Wellesley is to
a chapter of the American Student
Union can no longer be discussed,
the constitution of this chapter has
now been officially approved. B
people who still feel uneasy abou
action a few words might be sail
The chapter is pledged only tc
ther the four general aims ol
I American Student Union: peace,
approve
\
nomic security, academic freedom (and
the foundation in Wellesley of this the preservation of other civic liber-
organization until the whole college ties! , and the drive against racial dis-
has been heard from and until the crimination. National headquarters ls-
alumnae have had opportunity to ex- ' sues suggestions for the purpose of
press their opinion. I coordinating activity. These are never
Respectfully, orders. The program of each chapter





The fatal six weeks has arrived
But puppy won't succumb
To the season's yearly blanket pal
Long experience taught to him
To take his work in bites;
Not gulp down block assignments
Through endless winter nights.
So now when all the college
Scurries madly about
Tearing through first quizzes,
Handing papers out,
He sits at home, and doggy-wise,
Cocks a blase" ear;
He did his work just weeks ago






SHUBERT—The Show is On
Cinema:






cadilly Jim and The
Return of Sophia Lang
Tuesday afternoon:
Le Barbier de Seville
and Les Noces de
CAMPUS CRITIC
BaniMvailows informal opening for
the season of 1936-1937 occurred last
Saturday evening, October 31, at eight
p.m. in Alumnae hall. The program









by James Barrie, Half
Happy Journey by
and Philip Moeller
Husband, a satire on
The first of the plays. Half an Hour
a story of domestic misfortune in a
sophisticated English household, was
directed by Ethel Kemmerer "37. The
actors on the whole failed to give a
convincing rendering of the story.
The character of Lillian, portrayed by
Bernice Block '40, was successfully in-
Hugh, as played by Margaret Miller
'38. was definitely unconvincing. Kitty
Fiske '39 gave a creditable performance
as Garsen, (he husband. The support-
the honors for her clever acting
Suzy. Harriet Hull '40 taking the part
of Mr. Redding, the suave husbai
and Florence Lovell '39 as Mr. R(
ding, the fluttering wife, made a re
istic couple; Elizabeth Van Wie '40
Dr. Brodie and Christine Hunter
as Withers completed the cast. It
lamentable that the play simply did
not hold together as a finished unit
for some of Barrie's wittiest quips were
lost upon an unsympathetic audience
Thornton Wild?r's The Happy Jour-
ney came next on the program and
served to lighten the spirits of the
audience. By the use of four chain
as the sole properties, and by the se-
lection of a suitable cast Nancy Ue-
.i sympathetic presentation
American domestic comedy.
Knoedler '38 gave an almost too real
istic representation of the unenthusi
astic Stage Manager of the pla;
within a play. Ma, acted by Jean
Field '40, was well h
priMtifr stage poise for an amateur.
The pantomime of Margaret Martin '39
as Pa driving the family automobile
delighted the entire audience. The re-
mainder of the family, Arthur, played
by June Strahan '40, Caroline, by
Dorothy Voss '39, and Beulah, acted
by Joan Wagner '40, thoroughly en-
joyed their parts and added to our
joyment.
In the last of the three one-act plays.
Moeller and directed by Barbara Lie
jerman '37, the actors caught th
pirit of satire, which pleased thi
audience. The artistic costuming and
graceful setting also added greatly tc
the success of the play. Marian Col-
'39 took hold of the charac-
rf the fickle Helen with cleai
comprehension. She was ably sup-
ported by Menelaus, Jacqueline Wol
vho willingly acted the part o
the long-suffering but now liberatet
e of a beautiful woman. Th
other men, Analytlkos, Jeanne Wash
burn '38, and Paris, Ellen Libby '39
in their parts of politician and lover
respectively, were only slightly less
convincing in their masculinity. The
Nubian maid, Tsumu, played by Gret-
chen Franz '38, cringed properly before
her mistress.
The makeup committee, handicapped
by the difficulty of making realistic
men out of Wellesley ladies, turned
out a notable job of make-up for the
informals. Considering the newness of
the work, and the brief time in which
to prepare for the production, Barn is
to be commended on the success of
their first group of plays this year.
H. H. '38
Our Era's Attitude
is not only a portrait
individual, but is the
embodiment of an attitude






recalls her life in the haph;
ard way in which memory serves
This shuffling of time and incide
gives the reader a richer sense of
tual life. Kit tells about her chi
hood in the foothills of tht
Appalachian mountains. From the
time when she was first able to dc
anything, she kept house, while hei
slovenly mother spent the day in bed
The thin, barefoot girl learned con-
tempt for the law from her father
who made "moonshine."
Sin-' ran ;i\vay l'rum home when slit
Kit never found complete satisfac-
tion in her life. Agnes, a mill friend
of hers, found happiness in socialistic
speeches and the belief in an ap-
proaching world of equality. Sarah,
another friend, found the solution to
lie told it to him,
'
a11 her wants in luxury. Kit, however,
interprets it for never found the answer to her yearn-
. it immediately |ing: neither wealth nor adventure nor
fame satisfied her. She had the con-
tinual consciousness of solitude, and
she felt that it was impossible for
people really to reach each other. It
is this unnamed longing, the mood





Ward Eight by Joseph Dineen. H
and Brothers. New York.
329 pp.
To us, living near Bostor.
this time of exciting national
tions. Joseph Dineen's story of i
litical ward is very appropriate,
remarks in the preface that, although
the story is of a place and the people
Gordon Halsey, the weak-wiUed son
a big bootlegger, and married him
his money. After a few months
scorn for her husband, she turned
bootlegging as a release. She drove
strength of will she admired, and this
adventure and danger was her only
life for three years. Throughout her
breaking, throughout her contact
with the lowest men, even throughout
relations, she kept her integrity
pride. There was a stronghold





suits to clear them
away
it happens
be historic Boston's Ward Eight.
The story is concerned mainly with
the rise of Big Tim OTIaherty, a :
ton black-leg (Irishman born
American soil), in city politics
law. Big Tim's boyhood is the
less, carefree, fighting one of
normal Irish boy who is raised on
Boston waterfront. His parents,
most of those in the Irish colony,
under the wing of shrewd corpulent
Hughie Donnelly, the dictatory guard-
ian and ruleiT who can deliver Ward
Eight's vote to a man.
In the course of relating Big Tim'
career, unusual for an Irish immi
grant's son. and his relations with
Hughie, Mr. Dineen draws a
vivid picture of the feelings and
sition and everyday lives of
Irish colonists from 1890 on, an








The figure of Kit is a nucleus from
which a far-reaching nimbus of im-
plications emanates. At the end of
the book, Mr. Anderson suggests a
solution in love and pity for fellow-
men, but this solution seems like a
happy tag stuck on to appease pop-
ular fancy. There is nothing in Kit's
life which indicates that she will find
complete happiness; she is too big a
Mr. Anderson "talks" Kit Brandon.
His voice is unselfconscious and forth-
right. His is a loose and easy style.
yet vigorous in its naturalness. He
















quishing themselves in a variety of
careers/The Barbizon is "college head-
quarters." College Clubs, Swimming
Pool, Gymnasium, Squash Court, Sun
Deck, Terraces, Lounges, Library,
Daily Recitals, Radio in every room.
Tarlli: From S12 Per Week — $2.50 Per Day
front. This combination of the
Irish and the Italians on the Bos-
ton waterfront lend the name of
"Ward Eight" to the drink which sym-
bolizes fighting red blood with a heavy
dose of grenadine.
All of Mr. Dineen's characters are




tie other mental equipment. It tain
the unwittingly combined efforts <
Hughie and Miss Barrett (the soci
service worker from the "higher-ups
to push him along. The OTlaherty
family offers well
typifying the greenhorn parents and
the blackleg children.
The book is full of conflict and s
citement. Although the actual plot
rather thin, its variations compel i
tention. Moreover, without realizing
it. one is absorbing all the
knowledge of an actual political
uation in Boston and in similar
ports where politics is a big
has also the thrill of a well-written,
stirring book in reading Ward Eight.
J. S. R. '37
Enjoy the week-end in New York
Visit
SpnrMinn Dance Hnsic ^ Gay Entertainment
DINNER DANCING : SUITER DANCING




Suppcr-Couvcre SI.00 Saturdays $3.00
No supp=r-co»vert for dln-cr patrol
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{Continued from Page J
flgiin of
novum collegium where all the great
university events take place. The
moment chosen by the artist for
painting Copernicus is the moment
when his great discovery has burst
name America first occurs, though it
happens to be placed on a piece of
land we should mark as Australia
Abbey all in one, a symbol of every-
thing most sacred in Polish nation-
ality, without feeling a tug at her
heart when she sees the great silken
tents, two of them, captured by John
Sobieski from the Grand Vizier, when
he turned back the Turkish invasion
of western Europe at the walls cf
Vienna. Justly the Poles are intense-
ly proud that their king, Sobieski,
should have delivered Europe from
Turkish domination. The rooms off
the Wawel are so vast and so splen-
did that they can contain those silken
tents with their gold fringes, as well
as the banners captured at the same
time. The palace of the Wawel Is
rich in superb tapestries, old furniture,
paintings by great masters, and
objets d'art. and most of all in the
most beautiful floors that are to be
seen in all Europe. Many of the
treasures in the Wawel of Krakow and
in the royal palace of Warsaw were
prized family possession. The maidens
take off the headdress of th? bride, who
sobs violently, her shoulders convulsed,
and put upon her the matron's plain
cap which th? bride throws violently
to the floor three times before she
sents to wear it. The village matrons
dance around her. and with warnings
and good advice shake their fingers
her and twist their bodies in rhythmic
pattern while the bride continue












before the war, in
to Germany and i
of the peace trea
stored to Poland, so that this country,
no longer denuded of the emblems of
htr historical past, conveys to us anew
the richness of her culture, the splen-
dor of her court life, and the culti-
vated tastes of her kings who filled
their palaces with the best of what
the Renaissance was creating in Eu-
"One of the most interesting trips
was to the largest salt mine in Europe,
the shafts and corridors of which ex-
tend between three and four hundred
feet under the surface of the earth
Some portions of it have been carved
into lofty and beautiful chapels '
high altars. Since the salt is of
different colors, the white crystal
table use, and dark brown for c
saints kneeling at the side of the I
altar, in brown robes, with a life-like-
,
ness that deceives the onlooker into a
"There is a vast ballroom in the salt I
mine, with crystal chandeliers, a high
,
balcony for musicians, and glittering 1
crystal walls. In this a peasant wed-
'
ding was arranged for the Federation
of University Women. Musicians in
'
national costume, with enormous pea-
cock feathers floating in the air above
their heads, provided the music. The
wedding was an exact reproduction of
j
a peasant marriage which has now
become a drama in which many of the
villagers can participate. Although the
bride and groom have been legally i





village who form a
er. and sing to her.
.ridegroom tries to in-
but when he gets in
i the maidens protect
d help the bride-
tears are all
joy, and every-changed into ra
body joins in th
cinating folk d£
are indescribably lovely. Every gay
color of embroidery is on the men,
white tunics, shirts, sashes and coats of
rainbow colors, and women In full
skirts, striped with yards and yards of
width. The mixture of stately and
formal pattern in the dance, with wild
whirlings, gives charming variety. The
interesting thing about such a wed-
ding is that practically all the com-
ity can enter into it, emphasizing
dea that marriage is a communal
affair.
t a very grand reception given
lis by the president of Krakow,
as literally entranced by the
spectacle of a guard of honor stand
-
ng around in bright blue and yellow
ostumes. with jaunty caps on their
leads. They wore long embossed silver
luivers holding arrows with feathered
ips, reminiscent, of the days when
iows and arrows were the chief
weapons of warfare, and when an
at the time of the Tartar
on in 1496 killed the famous
St. Mary's, stopping just at the point
! the Tartar arrow pierced the
of his ancient predecessor."





No Chemical Heat—No Electrical
Heat^-No Hairpulling Wires—No
Discomfort — No Cumbersome
Heavy Heaters.
59 Central St.—Tel. Wei. 0472
iCuiiliniied from Page 1, Col. 3)
Circulars have been distributed
questioning Wellesley students why
they came to college, in terms of the
plot of the show. Many answered
that they came for an education.
Many seemed socially inclined. Some
seemed a little discouraged at the
question "Did your social life need a
pick-up?" It seemed that hour exams
were in full swing. At the question,
"Did you want a man?" many were
quite definite, others a trifle discour-
about the fourteen or fifteen
to Cambridge. One southern
came to find out "whether all
nd said that "coed colleges
ued from Page 2, Col. 2)
ulty group made a hilarious showing
as the unemployed.
The college at large was entertained,
a skit performed by members of
Agora society. Based on a legendary
incident in the Trojan war, the skit
depicted the effect upon the Demo-
cratic camp of the arrival of a large
wooden elephant, and the subsequent
appearance of the Republican forces
Particularly enjoyable was the dance
of the little sunflowers. Alice Ann
Kessler '37 made an admirable Frank-
lin D.; Lucretia Pearson *3Ts per-
formance as the Dying Eagle was
outstanding, as was the work of





LOST—pin with single large fresh-
water pearl on setting of
between October 15-17. Liberal
ward. Communicate with Alum
Office, Wellesley College.
Chance on Permanent Wav
FREE with es
IvTonday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Special combinations, $1.00
Rose Marie Beauty Shoppe
Tel. Wei. 2795
HOSSES—HOSSES—HOSSES
from 50 cents up





of Miss Hart's room, too, is filled
lovely and interesting objects.
brass temple lamps from Japan, teak
elephants from Rangoon, a brass bowl
Ibet, and delicately carved
de, the "loot of her travels"
calls it.
REPRINTS
We are showing Reprints of
books, originally rather expen-
sive, at new low prices that
wili Mirpnst' unci delmln you.
For example: Pennell's ETCH-
ERS AND ETCHINGS







ingly as though she would strike him'
and sends him off. But he palavers!
her with fine words, offers a larger
sum of money and after much bargain-
ing, she accepts his price. Then the
village maidens bring on the bride, put




Have You Chosen A Career?







11G Boylston Street — Boston
HANcock 1561
Cold Weather
is BOUND to come
Monsieur Jacques Frost has been a little coy to date but we
want you to know that we're provided bountifully for the mad
rush for warm woolies that will occur when he really settles
down to his dirty work. Sleek warm undies that fit like an
extra skin and never bulge even under an evening gown . . .
quilted robes and flannel house coots for the frigid mornings
. . .
pajamas so smartly tailored you'd scarcely recognize them
as your old friends balbriggon and flannelette . . .
BUNNY HUGS—our famous silk, wool and cotton undies
—
warm, wooly and snug as a glove They're warmly interknit
where extra wear and extra warmth are needed most. You'll
really need them at the late fall games Vests, panties in
small, medium, large sizes in blush only gQc
QUILTED ROBES—Crepe de Chine Quilted robes with wide
shawl collars Pastel shades in small, medium or large
sizes, $C95
BALBRIGGAN PAJAMAS — warm for sleeping — smart for
lounging. Shirt-type tuckin blouse over full cut trousers.
Peach, blue or tearose in small, medium or large sizes, $1.15
FLANNEL HOUSE COATS—a very military
or navy with several rows of white braid ti
neck. Small, medium or large sizes,
.tyle in dark red
m at cuffs and
$5-95
FLANNELETTE PAJAMAS—man-tailored by a manufacturer
noted for his fine tailoring. Shirt-type tuckin blouse, adjusto-
belt pastel, yellow, blue or teorose with contrasting trim at




are now actually in cultivation. Hy-
bridizing by cross- pollination is the
varieties, though sports may arise
that are worth keeping.
The growing of chrysanthemums
under glass is an all-year-round job
for the Botany department. After
the plants have finished blooming in
the fall, they are cut back and kept
in a cool place in a more or less
dormant condition. Cuttings are made
from these plants late in March or
in April. When, in the course of two
or three weeks, these have formed
roots, they are put into pots, and as
their root systems increase, they are
transplanted into larger pots until
some time in July when they are put
in, their permanent blooming posi-
tion, either in a greenhouse bench
a large pot, or a special bed out-
doors. If grown in a pot, the size
of the pot may influence the size
of the bloom and the luxuriance of
the foliage as may be seen in the
greenhouse here. The development of
side shoots is discouraged or en-
couraged according to the type of
plant desired. In the greenhouse
some have been encouraged to branch
several times near their base by
pinching back the young plant. They
are then kept unbranched by dis-
budding until flower buds are formed,
four or five on each stem. This is




«.t. her types may be
same manner. When
bloom is desired, only one bud is
allowed to mature, all other flower
buds as well as side shoots being
pinched off. This single bloom may
be very different in color and shape
of chrysanthemums begin bloon
about September, midscason i
bloom from September 15 to Oct
15, and late ones around Thai
giving time.
Most of the chrysanthemums in
college greenhouse are not hardy
of doors, but there are other, ea
varieties that may be grown in the
garden. Chrysanthemums are I
MR. CURTIS CLARIFIES
FOREIGN POLICY ISSUE
DEFINES G. 0. P. PROMISES
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3)
military and naval preparedness, the
increased tension on the shores of the
Pacific, created largely by the presence
merican warships in Japanese
waters, and the Chinese economic
brought on by the flight of her
silver currency in response to the sil-
purchase act of June 1934. China
might feel better about the Open Door
Mr. Curtis summarized the Repub-
an promises for the coming adminis-
tration: The platform opposes member-
ship in the League and the Work
Court, the Kellogg Peace Pact, the
of war profits and the recently
negotiated reciprocal trade




plank on foreign affairs." Both parties
neglect to mention the
or application cf economic
against belligerent powers.
Regarding the possibility of a w
involving the United States Mr. Curtis
pointed out that the President has
marked advantage over Mr. Landon
an acquaintance with the European
situation by virtue of his training, hi'
experience in the last war and hi:
familiarity with Washington's diplo
"In the matter of foreign affairs,
Mr. Curtis concluded, -'Roosevelt's pas
policy is a matter of record; whereas
Mr Landon's is one of speculation.
into
the short days of autumn.
to force such plants in
bloom horticulturists artifici
en the length of the days t
their plants with black cl
ning as early as July 15 to




bloom until October 15
of electric lights to
days, the blooming period may also
be extended well into December.
Chrysanthemum plants may sometime
By the
mgthen the
Junior Aids In Boston
Social Welfare Work
"It was the most interesting thing
T have ever done," said Ethel Kem-
merer '37, in speaking of her experi-
ences during Junior month at the
Family Welfare association in Boston.
Eight girls from leading New Eng-
land colleges are chosen each year
to spend four wepks at the Elizabeth
this oppor-








Closer cooperation between Ameri-
ca's leading dramatists and the non-
professional play producing groups
throughout the country is assured as
a result of the establishment of the
Dramatists' Play Service, incorpo-
rated, by members of
Guild of the Authors' league
The Play Service will be ho
in the offices of the Guild at 9 East
38th Street, New York City.
Barrett H. Clark, author of nur
ous books on the theatre, and
nearly twenty years editor-in-chief for
Samuel French, has 1
executive director.
In addition to handling the non-pro-
fessional acting rights of plays profes-
sionally produced on Broadway, tin
Play Service will distribute and lea si
the amateur rights of plays of every
sort written by Guild members for
the use of schools, colleges, little and
community theaters, churches and sim-
ilar groups, and in some instances
publish plays in book or pamphlet
form. (It will also provide informa-
tion in regard to plays outside its
In referring the idea of such a serv-
ice to the membership recently, Sidney
Howard, president of the Guild,
"The importance of the non-
professional theater is not uni-
versally appreciated. Some seven
hundred of our universities and
colleges maintain dramatic depart-
ments which encase actively in the
production of current American
plays by our members. In addi-
tion to these, at least as many
community and little theater en-
terprises, with permanent direc-
ors. staffs and plants, likewise turn
to us for their plays. Aside from
these two groups, there is a large
"When we reflect on the vir-
tual disappearance of the old
stock company ... we realize
that producers of amateur plays
have constituted themselves the
custodians of that theater audi-
ence which still persists outside
Whil rhap.pi- are committed to TRAVEL BUREAU OFFERS
e whole national program, each, CRUISE OVER HOLIDAYS
chaphT can carry ou
e way that suits
The national office ne'
o do anything. Furthermore,
aal program of




ntion. The whole organiza-







Here's a tip from us. The Welles-
ley College Travel Bureau is distribu-
ting Xmas cruise pamphlets this week.
."SSLSr^l THE WELLESLEY JEWELER
'oHh"-" ERNEST F0RSBERG
drafted at the annual! G3 CENTRAL STREET
! means to be adapted; Walch and jewclry Repairing
My personal rel'e! is that a chi
the American Student Union v
valuable for three reasons.
•st is that it offers students who
support one or more definite ]
opp-^i
Girls Form Chapter
Of "No Rata Dates'
thatresidence has been heard
the fourth floor of Claflin used to be
the most dated floor on campus, and
was now the health corridor, because
everyone goes to bed by ten o'clock—
except Saturday nights, that is, when
they hold their meetings.
The reporter asked them to what
they owed their success as spinsters.
One answer was that they are all
seniors (there are a few juniors on
the hall who are refused admittance
saw the WPA projects and what wa:
being done by city and private wel
fare organizations like the New Eng'
land Home for Little Wanderers, The
Massachusetts General hospital, the
International institute, and the Massa
chusetts reformatory for women.
Ethel Kemmerer's district was ii
the North End and it presented a
wide variety of subjects: men
needed work, babies who needec
liver oil, adolescent girls who needed
advice, orphans who needed homes.
Ethel Kemmerer pointed out t
work of the Occupational Therapy
where men are taught to overcomi
physical handicaps. Th3 Interna
tional institute accomplished a great
deal in orienting foreign people to
(Continued on Page 8, Co!.
.Jl.Klu:.U'H
ahead of them in Harv:
worthy gentlemen have
They said that they had neara 01
another chapter of the Spinsters'
club, started by juniors, on the third
floor of Tower, so the reporter went
to investigate. He found the meeting
in full swing, and the members quite
ganization dedicated to the
of those principles. Secondly, it pro
vides the mechanism for the coopera
tion of the various college chapters u
these activities. Finally, it is a recog
nition of the responsibility of the stu
dent toward the institution in whicl
itudying, and the society of
[
Wellesley Sqi
i it forms a part,
these reasons, I t
I approval of the constitution








Central St. Wellesley 0948
SUE PACE STUDIO
§
Do you know about our 24-hour free call and
delivery service?
SHOE REPAIRING
For expert shoe rebuilding and dyeing of footwear
send your shoes to
HAMLET H. COLLINA
.
Central Street (inside arcade) Tel. Wel. 1212-R
The large scope
in any chapter is made clear by the
following excerpt from a letter written
me on October 13, 1936, by Joseph O.
Lash, national executive secretary of
the American Student Union:







Optical and Watch Repairing
Women" is the
|
hich they function, and
|
although Roosevelt may
"All Alone." They have added
to the nightly ritual of the four
each evening before retiring,
asking anything for myself, dear
When asked to what tney attrib-
uted their success, they replied that







40 Central Street Telephone 2511 |
PAUL ADRIAN BRODEUR
ORTHODONTIST
Waban Block We'lesley Square
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Blk. Wellesley Squan
Tel. Wel. 0566-W
% the llcvttwaty bcpM&s Routt.
Let that dependable college pal, Railway Express,
pick up and ship your laundry home and back for
you every week. You will find it glossy going -
You i
know, and while on that subject, we can add, only
by Railway Express. The folks will understand. It
saves keeping accounts, paying bills, to say noth-
ing of spare change.
You'll find the idea economical all round. The
less. Pick-up and delivery by motor vehicle and
insurance included in the shipping charge. It's the
same with shipping baggage or anything else by
railway Express. So arrange your shipping dates
by phone call to the Railway Express agent, and









has to give you
FREE
No obligation whatever
51 Central St. Wellesley
RADIO
SALES — SERVICE




kind of impression to give.
explain lolioiv of appla alion and





What Has Become Of 1936?
Out From Dreams and
Theories
Miss Jackson Speaks
Miss Florence Jackson, a specialist
will speak on Jobs for the College
Graduate and How to Get Them in 124
Pounders, November 11 at 4:40 P. M'.
Miss Jackson will tell of the present
trends in occupations, in what fields
(here are openings and which are over
Katharine Andrews is doing statls-
|
tical work in the offices of the Col-
umbia Broadcasting system.
The Employers Liability Insurance
Company of Boston has a Wellesley
delegation: Eunice Avery, Mary Jane
Delmarsh, Marguerite Goodrich, Betty
Jones and Elizabeth Simmons.
' Mary Louise Beebe is in the train-
' ing group at R. H. White's in Boston.
' Dorothy Bidwell is working in the
' office of the Society Editor of the
1 Boston Herald-Traveler.
I
Frederica Billard is in the Freer
Gallery of Art, in Washington.
Dorothea Boom is at Union college,
Schenectady, in the library there.
Beth Brazee and Henrietta Davidson
are still in Endicott. New York, where
they are receiving training given by
the International Machines corpora-
tion in preparation for their work in
department of
Jean Brownoll is reporting and fea-
ture writing for the Berkshire Even-
ing Eagle in Pittsfield.
Eleanor Butler is in the training
group at Filene's in Boston, along
with Martha Lewis and Suzanne Ed-
Martha Jane Curtiss i
working at the Travelers' Insurance
company.
Rhoda Daum writes that she is sell-
ing at Franklin Simon's in New York.
Priscilla Donnell and Blake Schoen-
fuss are In the training group at the
Jordan Marsh Company in Boston.
Elizabeth Dorsey is a psychiatric
aide at the Hartford Retreat and Har-
riet Oizendam is social director at the
same institution.
After working on the Wellesley
Girl's Guide Book this summer, Sid-
ney Eaton went to work In the col-
lege subscriptions department of the
/Veiu York Times.
Dorothy Pillis has been reading
proof for Prentice-Hall, Publishers, in
New York City.
Margaret Fitz and Mary Fitzpatrick
are both working as laboratory tech-
nicians; the former is in the Mallory
Institute of Pathology in Boston, and
the latter at the Faulkner Hospital,
Junior Aids In Boston
Social Welfare Work
to keep their own customs.
This four weeks' experience in the
training for future work, says Ethel,
but really offers the chance to study
first-hand the existing conditions and




Cost: about 16c per person
Just phone Mr. Hopkins
NEWTON NORTH 8420
Star Market Co.
p,URE . . . and of finer
texture than most anything
that touches your lips . .
.
We all agree on this . . . cigarette
paper is important. For Chesterfield
we use the best paper that we can
buy. It is called Champagne Ciga-
rette Paper. It is made from the soft,
silky fibre of the flax plant. It is
washed over and over in clear, spark-
ling water.
A lot of the pleasure you get in
smoking Chesterfields is due to our
using the right kind of cigarette pa-
per. Chesterfield paper is pure, and
it burns without taste or odor.
V^hesterfield
Remember this . . . two things make the
smoking quality of a cigarette— the tobaccos and the
paper. The Champagne cigarette paper on Chester-
fields is tested over and over for purity, for the right
burning quality. Another reason why Chesterfield wins.
